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ABSTRACT. First, wind-tunnel experiments were carried out to measure the trajectories of saltating snow particles with varying friction velocity. TraJectories of saltating
particles were recorded by a video system with a laser sheet and trajectory statistics, such
as ejection and impact velocities and angles, were obtained for each particle. Parabolic
trajectories are considerably elongated with an increase in the friction velocity; impact
angle was approximately the same but ejection angle decreased with increasing friction
velocity. Furthermore, it should be noted that the gradient of flux decay with height
decreased with friction velocity. In the experiments, a snow-particle counter, whieh can
sense not only the number of particles but also their diameters, was introduced. The flux
distribution and the transport rate obtained as a function of the particle size gave a new
insight into the relationship with the friction velocity.
Trajectories of saltating grains were computed, using the measurements of the initial
ejection velocities, angles and the mean velocity profile of the air. The results agreed
reasonably with our measurements. Using the measured probability distribution of the
ejection velocities, an ensemble of trajectories was computed and thence the vertical
profiles of stream-wise Duxes. The exponential decay of the flux on height was obtained
in all cases and it supports the basic validity of the model, although agreement is less than
expected.

INTRODUCTION
Bagnold (1941) identified four distinct sub-processes in the
saltation system: aerodynamic entrainment, grain trajectory, grain- bed collisions and wind modification. In the last
decade, some progress has been made in modelling aeolian
particle transport which includes these [our sub-processes
(Anderson and HaIT, 1988, 1991; Werner, 1990; Sorensen,
1991; McEwan and Willetts, 1991). However, the interaction
of the sub-processes and hence the behavior of a saltating
system is poorly understood and more detailed experiments
are essential.
In this study, we carried out drifting-snow experiments
in a cold wind tunnel to investigate in detail the above four
sub-processes. Not only were the particle trajectories measured but also a new drag mf'ter was used to measure shear
stresses acting on the snow surface. Stream-wise fluxes were
measured with a snow-particle counter (SPC ). This paper
introduces an outline of each measurement and the numerical simulation of the particle-trajectory path and flux
profile. Detailed descriptions will be published separately.

ments on snow particle saltation were conducted at - l8 °C in
order to prevent rapid adhesion due to sintering between
particles.
The snow used in the experiments was natural finegrained snow, which was collected from outside in winter
and kept in a cold room at - lQoC for about a year. Figure 2
gives the cumu lative size distribution. The size distribution
can be regarded roughly as a normal distribution. The average particle size expressed as a diameter of a circle with
equivalent projected area was 0.36 mm. The same snow used
in the experiments was placed on the wind-tunnel surface,
forming a layer roughly 0.02 m thick. The surface of the
bed was prepared as smoothly as possible. In order to initiate and maintain steady saltation, seed particles were supplied by a device consisting of a motor-driven sieve and
jack as shown in Figure 1. Particles were supplied from the
bottom of the wind-tunnel entrance at a constant rate.
Although precise measurements aimed at obtaining the
Ultra-sonic
anemometer

Hot-film
anemometer

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE
Cold wind tunnel
Drag meter

Experiments were carried out in a cold wind tunnel located
at the Institute of Low Temperature Science, Hokkaido University, as shown in Figure I. It is a closed-circuit wind tunnel
situated in a large cold laboratory and has a working section
of 0.5 m x 0.5 m, up to 8 m in length. The temperature of the
wind tunnel could be varied between 0° and - 30°C. Experihttps://doi.org/10.3189/1998AoG26-1-184-190 Published online by Cambridge University Press
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Fig. 1. Schematic view rif the cold wind tunnel at the Institute
qf Low Temperature Science, Hokkaido University.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative size distribution ofsnow jJarticLes.

threshold friction velocity were no t carried out, a rough estim ate by mea suring the point at which the saltati on ceased
while decreasing the wind sp eed from a hi gh value showed
that the impact threshold was 0.15 m s- '.
A tunnel reference wind v elocity was mea sured with a
micro-ultrasonic a nemometer, having a probe span of
0.05 m a nd a time resolution of 20 Hz. It was insta lled at
th e tunnel ce ntre lin e at mid-h eight, 0.25 m above the surface. Wh en no particle sa ltati on was initiated , the vertical
wind-velocity profil e in the wind tunnel could be mea sured
with a hot-film a nemometer. A stead y wind velocity profil e
was formed roughl y 0.5 m downstream from th e edge of th e
p a rticle bed (K osugi a nd others, 1992). The thickness of th e
stead y turbulent boundary laye r determin ed from th e windvelocit y profil e wa s a bout 0.2 m .

Particle movemen t
Traj ectories of saltating particles near the b ed were recorded with a video system from the side of the wind tunnel.
The ill umination source was a lase r sheet, 2 W at m aximum
p ower, which provided a vertical plane oflight a bo ut 0.0l m
wide in th e observation region. Thi s prevented too many
particles from appearing in one pi cture and a ll owed th e
camera to focus on the particles. In order to interrupt th e
lig ht at regula r intervals, a rotating shutter was set on the
lase r so urce. Thus, p a rticle traj ec to ries were shown as a series of dashes rather than as continuous lines. Th e rotation
velocity of the shut ter was adjusted for each experimenta l
run .
Th e pictures obtained were digitized with a micro-computer system a nd the saltati on-traj ectory sta tistics, such as
ej ecti on a nd impac t velociti es, were calcul ated . Qu antities

Fig. 3. Difinition of quantities which characterize saltation
trajectories. VI and VE are velocities of impact and ejection.
D j and DE are angles of impact and ejection.
https://doi.org/10.3189/1998AoG26-1-184-190 Published online by Cambridge University Press

Fig. -1. Scllemalic view qf the snow -particle counter SPC-S7
( Kimura and oth ers, 1993).

which cha rac teri ze the sa lta tion paths are shown schematically in Fig ure 3.

Snow-part icle counte r
A snow-pa rticle counter (SPC ), which ca n se nse not on ly the

number of p a rticles but a lso their diameter, wa s also introduced . SPC was ori gina ll y developed by Schmidt (1977) and
this brought rema rkable ad" a ntages in measuring drifting
snow, but se nsiti vity within th e sampling area was not un iform. Th e SPC used in th is study was the o nc improved by
Kimura a nd oth ers (1993) by using a lase r d iode with co llimator (SPC-S 7, Niigata D enki Co.). Figure 4 shows th e
schematic di ag ram of th e SPC. Pa rticles that pa ss through
the sampli ng a rea (2 x 25 x 0.5 mm ) a re divided into 32
cl asses dep ending on their di a meter (50- 500 mm ). The pa rticle numbers in each class are mea sured eve ryo ne second .
T hus, we ca n calculate th e nu x di stributi on a nd the transport rate as a function o f p a rticle size.

Drag mete r
Shear stress on the bed ca n been fo und by using the fo ll owing two m et hod s. The first is computation from the vertical
wind profil e ass uming the validit y of th e law of the wall. Th e
second is th e edd y-c orrelation method, whi ch relies on simulta neo us measurement of th e fluctuating quantities expressed in th e Reynolds stress equ ation, t = pu'w', with
hot-wire or ultrasonic a nemometers. However, in the saltati on cl oud , impac ting a nd eve n melting of snow particles on
the probe sometimes produced significant noise on the
record. For th is reason, precise data have been difficu lt to
obtain by using th e a bove two method ' and the problem remains to b e resolved. Th erefore, several attempts have been
m ade to measure directly th e shear stress on the snow surface (Kobayas hi, 1969; Nishimura and Hunt, in press b ). I n
both cases, however, careful calibration need s to b e done
before the m easurements.
In this study, we developed a new drag meter which consists of a test plate, which is 0. 19 m x 0.1 9 m in size a nd a
strain-gauge-type load cell. Th is de" ice ca n sense not only
the shear stress but also the norm a I stress ac ti ng on the snow
surface. la minimize the edge eITects, the upper level of th e
185
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Particle movement

Th e friction velociti es u . used in th e exp eriments were 0.15,
0.23, 0.30 a nd 0.39 m s 1. These values a re 1.0- 2.6 times la rger
tha n the estim ated impact threshold. The number of pa rticle paths examined a re 489, 465, 470 and 428, resp ecti vely.
Fig ure 5 shows th e di stribution of velocities a nd a ngles at
u . = 0.30 m s', and the mean values of the traj ectory statistics a re listed in Table I. As shown in Tabl e I, significant
changes in the values of velociti es a nd angles were found by
using friction velocity; a nd with increasing wind velocity,
impact velocity increased as we should exp ect. The decrease
in both ej ecti on a nd impact velocities going from friction
velocities of 0.15- 0.23 m s ' is probably because ejecta which
we re released by the impact of high-sp eed p a rticles and the
velocity of which is much sm aller tha n the rebound p a rticles
appeared and were involved in th e calculation of the sta tistics at 0.23 m s- '; only seeded p a rticles were fo und to rebound a t 0.15 m s 1. vVe note pa rticula rl y the effect on
angles. The angle of ej ection decreased monotonically from
49° to 17° with an increase in wind, whereas the impact angle rem ained a lmost consta nt a nd the pa rabolic traj ectories
were significantly elongated with increas ing fricti on
velocity. Araoka and M ae no (1981), who carried out simi la r
mea urements, recogni zed that th e a ngle a nd velocity of a n
incide nt snow pa rticle a nd those o[ rebounding ones a re not
unique but distributed over wide ra nges. They found th at
the mean impact velocity a nd angle were 1.9 m S- 1 and II °
a nd the mean ej ection velocity a nd a ngle were 1.0 m s 1 a nd
49°. Since the friction velocity in thei r experiments can be
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Fig. 6. Profiles rfparticle velocities and angles. Left isJor jJaticles ascending and right descending.
estimated as 0.19 m s " our obse rved values a re largely in
agreement.
Pa rticle velocities a nd a ngles were a lso obta ined as a
function of height. M ean values with the sta ndard deviation
a re shown in Figures 6. Velocities of descending particles are
greater tha n those of ascending ones. R egarding the a ngles,
the sta nda rd deviati on of asce nding particles is much greater th a n tha t of descending pa rticles. It is probably because
the wind drags the particles a nd incr eases the hori zontal
component of their velocities, which are generally much
larger than the vertical one.
Figure 7 shows the pa rticle di ameter distributions measured with th e SPC. All distribu tions a re asymmetric a nd
strongly skewed with increasing height; the proportion of
small particles becomes larger with heig ht, a lthough the
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Fig. 1 Prqfiles ofsize distribution measured with SPC. Friction velocity is 0.30 m s 1.
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snow used can roughly be regarded as a normal distribution
as found in Figure 2.

Horizontal flux
The horizontal particle flux as a function of height was also
obtained by using the SPC, as shown in Figure 8. All data
represent an exponential decay with height as a number of
researchers (Rasmussen and others, 1985; Takeuchi, 1980;
White and Mounla, 1991) have previously found for sand
and snow. Nalpanis and others (1993) proposed that the following relationship could be used to describe the exponential dependence of mass distribution h with height z:

h(z) = a.exp(-Az/(U. 2 /g))

(1)

where a. and A are dimensionless parameters for a single experiment and (u. 2 / g) is the vertical scale height. Values for
the parameter A evaluated from the profiles in Figures 8 are
listed in Table 2. Although the flux decay becomes smaller
with an increase in fl-iction velocit y, u . as shown in Figure
8, the gradient normalized with the vertical scale height
shows an obvious increase with friction velocity u •. This
trend agrees with the sand experiment byWhite and Mounla (1991).

Table 2. Parameter AI!!horizontalflux profile

U.

(ms I)

0.15

0.23

0.30

0.39

1.00
0.23

1.53
0.31

2.00
0.36

2.60
0.42

to Bagnold's above semi-empirical theory, as a function of
particle diameter. Although the power is almost 3 when
the particle diameter is larger than 0.3 mm, it shows a remarkable increase with decreasing particle diameter. In
the saltation process, the motions of the particles are
strongly affected by the horizontal air flow but less so by
the vertical turbulent eddies. At a higher speed, a further
transition occurs, apparently in a change in the mode of
transfer from saltation to suspension. According to the criteria of Hunt and Nalpanis (1985), 0.10 and 0.15 mm snow
particles lead to suspension if friction velocity is larger than
0.28 a nd 0.41 m s 1 respectively. For the small er particles, the
observed friction velocities of 0.30 and 0.39 m s 1 in our
study are larger than this criterion, therefore it is reasonable
to conclude that the suspended particles led to the increase
in the power factor in Figure 9.

Shear stress on the snow surface
vVhen wind blew over the particle bed and no saltation was
initiated, we were able to evalu ate the friction velocity u.
using the equation

u.
z
U( z) = - In (-)
Ii

where U" Ii and Zo are the friction velocity, von Karman's
constant (usually 0.4) and roughness parameter, respectively.
In order to examine the valid ity of the drag plate, first
we obtained the friction velocity u. on the non-saltating
bed with two different methods: direct measurement by
using the drag meter (u. = T1 p-~) and computation from

-----

Furthermore, by integrating the above flux profiles, a
total horizontal flux per unit width (snowdrift rate) Ft
was calculated. Bagnold (1941) showed that the sand-transport rate, including creep and saltation, varies with the
shear velocity cubed. In fact, the following, obtained by
using the least squares method, is a good approximation to
express Ft, in this study
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The SPC also made more detailed investigation possible.
Figure 9 indicates the power factor p, which is 3 according
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Fig. la. Friction velocity measured with a drag meter and calculatedfrom wind-velocity profile.
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simulation of sand that there had been a n incr ease in the
shear stress due to saltation by as much as 50%. The experimental findings in this study (Figs 11 a nd 12) seem to support
their numerical results, qualitatively.
We can roughly estim ate particle contribution to the
shear stress T p , with the foll owing equation:

0
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0

Tp = G( < Vir > - < ViE »
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Fig. 11. Friction velocity measured with a drag meter. D , no
saltation; . , saltation.
vertical wind-velocity profil es. In this exper iment, the snow
surface was left about I day after preparatio n to develop a
sintering process between particles. A comparison of the
two method s is shown in Fig ure 10. Very good agreement
was found, particularly when the friction velocity was less
than 0.5 m s I.
Figure 11 shows the friction velocity measured using the
drag m eter. Data are presented as a function of reference
(free-stream ) velocity u which was observed at the centre
of the wind tunnel. Without snow saltation, friction velocity
increased monotonical1 y as the wind increased. On the
other ha nd, when the saltation began with particles supplied by the snow feeder (Fig. I) the friction velocity was
obser ved to increase. Fig ure 12 shows an increase in the
shear stress instead of the friction velocity. The increment
a lso increased with wind velocity u and reached around
0.3 N m S 2 at u = 15 m s I.
This experimental finding suppo rts Owen's (1964) hypothesis that the saltation laye r acts as a n increased roughness to the flow above it and leads to a n increase in the shear
stress which has also been observed by Nishimura a nd Hunt
(In press b) by using their pend ulum-type drag plate. In the
self-regulatory models of saltation, McEwan a nd \Villetts
(1991, 1993) calc ulated explicitly the grain-borne and fiuidshear stresses from particle trajectories a nd the gradient of
the wind profil e, respectively, rather than by subtraction
from an ass umed total shear stress. They showed in the
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CotTIputa tion of p article traj ectories

Th e motion of a spherical particle in wind can be described
by the following equations:

dx
dt =
dz

dt

(5)

U,

(6)

=W,

-du
dt

3(Pa) CdVR(U- U)

.0

~

•

0

0

(7)

-- -

4 ppd

dw
dt

(8)

where U a nd ware the horizontal (x ) a nd vertical (z) components of particle velocities, d is the particle diameter,
and Pp are the densiti es of the air and particle respectively,
9 is the acceleration of gravity, U is the hori zontal (x direction ) wind speed and relative velocity Vrr is written as

Pa

(9)

Several papers give empirical expressions for the drag coefficient Cd over a range of particle R eynold's number Re. We
have used those given by Morsi and Alexander (1972). Thus,
24
6
Cd = - +
I + 0.4
(10)
Re l +Re}
and

(11)
where v is the kinematic viscosity of air. The effect of fluid
lift and of the turbulent eddies are not taken into account
because, when particle height is above a few grains
(z» d), the most sign ificant forces acting on it a re drag
and g ravity (Nalpanis and others, 1993). The wind speed U
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Fig. 12. Shear-stress increase due to snow -particle saltation.
D, measurement; . , contribution qf snow particles calculated with particle-trajectory statistics.
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where G is the vertical flu x per unit area of particles leaving
the surface a nd < Vu > and < ViE > are the mean hori zontal components of impact and ejecti on velocities of snow
particles. Using the values obtained in this study, the particle-borne shear stress Tp is also plotted in Figure 12. It clearly
indicates that the increment of shear stress on the snow su rface was m ainly due to the effect of the impact of snow particles.
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Fig. 13. Simulated and measured impact velocity VI and angle
D, measurements with standard deviation.
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f1ux are shown in Figure 14. Th e important point in these
fi g ures is that the exponenti al decay of the flux in height
was obtained in a ll cases, a nd this supports the basic validi ty
of this model. H owever, agreement is less than expected. At
a hi gher level, the f1uxes obtained experimentally are large r
tha n our model wou ld predict: the model pred icts a fas ter
decrease in f1u x with height than was observed. It is difficult
to spec ulate on the reaso n for this discrepancy but there are
some possible causes:
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Fig. 14. Simulated and measured horizontal massfluxes. D,
computations; . , measurement.
was assumed to decay with a logarithmic law as often found
in a neutral condition (Equation (3)).
Thus, if initi a l conditions for the particle trajectory,
which correspond to the ej ection velocity and angle, are
g iven, the motion of a saltating pa rticle can be calcul ated
numeri call y by these equations. Substituting the average
ej ection co nditions obtained in this study, particle traj ectories were calculated. Calculated variables of impact are
shown in Figure 13. Simulated results agree roughly with
the experimental o nes; most results lie well within one standard deviation of the measured values. However, calc ula ted
res ults were much m ore sensitive to the friction velocity tha n
the observed ones. The calculated et] and Vi a re larger than
the measured ones, in general, possibly due to the velocity
profile difference between act ua l a nd log p rofil e; in reality,
the wind profile in the saltation cloud is likely to be modified
due to the particle drag (Anderson and HafT, 1991).

Mass-flux modelling
By substituting the measurem ents of the ejection velocity
into the saltation m odel, vertical profil es of flux were estim ated. The computing proced ures were practically the
same as those proposed by Nalpanis and others (1993). Th e
stud y is composed of three parts: definiti on of particle
source, traj ectory modelling a nd counting of particles to
obtain fluxes.
In this model , more than 5000 particles start tojump up
from random pos itions in the test region which is chosen to
be about four times as long as the mean saltation length.
Their initial velocity distribution is determin ed from our
experim ents. Although there is wide scattering, we a re abl e
to recognize a negative correlation between ejection angle
aE and velocity V£. The correlation a nd covaria nce between
them were calc ul ated and these values were appli ed to generate a two-dimensional joint-normal random-number distribution.
Th e trajecto ry model introduced above was used in the
calcul ation. Traj ectories were co ntinued until the particle
either passed through the "numerical traps" or impacted
the surface. Numerical traps were set up to co unt particl es
passing a certain point at a given height. Th ey were analogous to the physical traps used in conventional ex periments
a nd field measurements in which a vertical series of traps
are placed at the down-wind end of a particl e bed. Calculations were perform ed for the mean di ameter of snow but size
di stribution was not taken into acco unt.
Horizontal-f1u x profil es normalized on total horizontal
https://doi.org/10.3189/1998AoG26-1-184-190 Published online by Cambridge University Press

1. The distributions of ej ection velocities a nd a ngles are
not always the normal di stribution as we supposed in the
calcul ation but rather show a strongly skewed distribution. In fact, both two-d imensional j oint log-norma l
and gam ma distribution were a lso appli ed in the simulation (N ishimura and Hunt, In press a ). H owever, li ttle
progress has bee n m ade.
2. Snow has a fairly wide size distributi on but flux in the
experim ent was obtained by counting the particle number at fi xed positions in the picture a nd multiplying the
mean particle volume a nd density. The proportion of
sm all er pa rticles in the hi gher levels is much larger than
near the urface, as is clearly seen in Figure 7.
3. Wind modification, due to particle drag, was ignored
in th e calc ul ation. This ass umption can be reasonabl e as
long as the particle conce ntration is not la rge but, with
increasing u*, the deviation from a log profil e becomes
sig ni fi cant.
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